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Sean,
It has been a while since I worked hands-on with a CCD camera chip,
and some of this may have changed since the early days of CCD, but
I will put it forward for what it is worth.

>#1) How does the electronic shutter on a CCD camera work?

In the ones I worked with we emulated shutter speed by changing how
OFTEN we read the beast. When you read it you "reset" the individual
cell levels. There are two modes for doing this. One is a burst mode
where you read out one frame at normal speed and then twiddle your
thumbs for awhile before initiating the next frame scan. This has
the advantage of NOT requiring a frame buffer, but you can't read
faster than the regular speed. The second mode is where you
change the reading speed by changing the clock rate and then
read the ongoing CONTINUOUS data stream into a frame buffer
where the OUTPUT speed can be independently synchronized to the
world of TVs. That removes some of the upper limit on the "shutter
speed", because you can read FASTER than the TV could take the data.
When reading FASTER then normal some of the data is thrown away.
The system might keep frame #1 and throw away frames #2 and #3.
That gives you frame coherence. A stranger way to do things is
to build up a frame buffer with pieces of many different frames.
While this sounds somewhat bizarre, it does in fact have some
applications, such as detecting moving objects.

>#2) Are CCD cameras integrating? So, in other words, is the exposure truly
>the amount of light received integrated over the shutter open time?

Yep, and that's why that emulated shutter speed method worked in the
first place. Just for jollies I would sometimes integrate the light
exposure over a LONG time (seconds to minutes). You got a LOT of
extraneous noise in the picture doing this, but you could see in
very low light levels this way. Some astronomers cooled their sensors
to reduce electrical noise and were able to enhance their ability to
locate dim stars and the like. Good for getting the telescope pointed
just right before taking a time exposure photo.

>#3) When CCD cameras send out their data, is the data read out WHILE the
>shutter is open, or is the picture "snapped" and then the data read out?

There is no physical shutter. The shutter speed is really the time
between successive readings. You can read real fast and just throw away
every other frame you read. I don't know for absolute certainty if
the shutter speed of the newer CCDs is implemented the same way.

Some units have lenses with irises to adjust the amount of light
coming in and adjust depth of field, but I have never seen
a physical shutter used except in certain time exposure experiments
where the external shutter was used to block out light before
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and after a timed exposure. But the CCD is normally run in a continuous
mode where the data from the cells is constantly being read out.

>#4) A corollary to #3 - When a CCD camera gives interlaced output, is the
>shutter only open once per frame, or once per field? In other words, can
>the interlacing cause motion blur problems?

No real shutter. You eliminate blur by reading the data out faster. This
then requires a brighter light source.

One method used is frame buffering. You have the data from the CCD being
read out at any rate you want. Every so often you capture a whole frame
in your RAM buffer and THIS is read out at a constant controlled rate
so that the output image is synchronized to the TV electronics.
At high scan rate the "extra" frames are just dumped, ignored, passed
on to the old infinite bit bucket known as null.

At very LONG shutter times the data is SLOWLY read into the RAM buffer
which is almost always of a dual-port design. The stuff is being put in
at *one* rate and scanned *out* at another, constant rate that is
synchronized to the TV monitor.

I hope this info is of some use and not too outdated.

One technique that I developed for detecting movement in a room where
there was not supposed to be anyone was to read a scan into a RAM chip
and then read a scan about a second later into a second RAM chip.
XOR the contents bit by bit and use the output as the data stream
for the TV monitor. Any part of the image that was identical in both
RAMS showed up on the monitor as black. Anything that was different
showed up white. An object at rest was invisible, except for some
random "snow". Anything moving stood out like a sore thumb. The
white shimmering image looked cool. By counting the number of white
pixels in an output data frame you could electronically detect
moving objects extremely well. The method relied on the fact that
room lighting was constant. Great for monitoring rooms in a museum
and the like. A further enhancement was to use the XOR output
data stream to gate the original data streams now coming in. The result
was that the white XOR mask now revealed the underlying image as
a standard TV image so you could more easily identify what or who was
moving. (I have left out some details such as how I converted the
continuous tone data to 1 bit digital form using a high speed
comparator. That set the threshold for what was considered black
or white in the two RAM banks.)

I really enjoyed hacking around in the 70's

Fr. Tom McGahee

-----Original Message-----
From: Sean Breheny <shb7@CORNELL.EDU>
To: PICLIST@MITVMA.MIT.EDU <PICLIST@MITVMA.MIT.EDU>
Date: Thursday, February 03, 2000 6:16 PM
Subject: [OT] CCD Cameras

>Hi all,
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>
>As a part of the Autonomous Helicopter project that I am working on here at
>Cornell, we need to select a vision system which consists of three cameras
>which are synchronized. We are having difficulty selecting cameras,
>however, because we don't fully understand how CCD cameras work and we
>aren't getting knowledgeable answers from the distributors (to whom the
>companies refer you to when you try to ask technical questions!)
>
>So, if anyone on the list here could answer any of the following questions,
>I would be very grateful:
>
>#1) How does the electronic shutter on a CCD camera work?
>#2) Are CCD cameras integrating? So, in other words, is the exposure truly
>the amount of light received integrated over the shutter open time?
>#3) When CCD cameras send out their data, is the data read out WHILE the
>shutter is open, or is the picture "snapped" and then the data read out?
>#4) A corolary to #3 - When a CCD camera gives interlaced output, is the
>shutter only open once per frame, or once per field? In other words, can
>the interlacing cause motion blur problems?
>
>Thanks very much,
>
>Sean
>
>|
>| Sean Breheny
>| Amateur Radio Callsign: KA3YXM
>| Electrical Engineering Student
=======================================================
mailto:shb7@cornell.edu ICQ #: 3329174
Date:    Thu, 3 Feb 2000 21:19:23 -0500
From:    Sean Breheny <shb7@CORNELL.EDU>
Subject: Re: [OT] CCD Cameras
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Hi Fr. Tom,

Wow! What a great response. I do have something additional to ask, though:

At 07:46 PM 2/3/00 -0500, you wrote:
>No real shutter. You eliminate blur by reading the data out faster. This
>then requires a brighter light source.
>
>One method used is frame buffering. You have the data from the CCD being
>read out at any rate you want. Every so often you capture a whole frame
>in your RAM buffer and THIS is read out at a constant controlled rate
>so that the output image is synchronized to the TV electronics.
>At high scan rate the "extra" frames are just dumped, ignored, passed
>on to the old infinite bit bucket known as null.
>

Well, we are looking at high-end CCD cameras with a frame grabber board.
They(the datasheets for the frame grabber boards) talk about two types of
camera: progressive scan and interlaced. Both will do very high shutter
speeds. From what I have been told, it sounds like progressive scan means
that the entire data for one frame is read out at once. Interlaced is just
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what you would expect, you get the data in two fields per frame, field
rate=60Hz and frame rate=30Hz,just like regular NTSC video. However, I was
wondering if the two fields are REALLY read from the CCD at different
times,or both read at once and then sent from a frame buffer? There seems
to be a real price difference in cameras, so it almost seems as though they
are using half-resolution CCDs and doing real interlacing to achieve higher
resolution. What do you think is the case?

This matters for us because we need to determine the position of our
helicopter to within a few mm and it could be moving at several meters per
second. A few milliseconds  (16.6 ms for 60Hz) between fields, even if each
field only takes 1/5000 of a second to capture, could cause significant
blur when the two fields are merged into one frame. It would seem as though
increasing the shutter speed wouldn't help if the two fields are really
always taken 16.6 ms apart.

One last question: A CCD array is similar to a DRAM array in certain
respects, correct? If I understand correctly, a CCD array is an array of
MOS capacitors which are set up in rows which can be read out like a
bucket-brigade device. So, when you read out data from a CCD, is it read
out semi-parallel, like a row at a time but each row comes out in parallel,
or a column at a time, but each column comes out in parallel? This isn't
really important for our application,but I would like to know it to have a
general overall view of what is going on!

Yes, your XORing video scheme sounds like it worked very well.
Unfortunately for us, we need to determine not only what moved, but by how
much, and which color LED is where. It is all being done in software on a
PC, and the code to detect LED motion is already written, and works pretty
well. It's also not my part of the project ;-)

Thanks,

Sean

|
| Sean Breheny
| Amateur Radio Callsign: KA3YXM
| Electrical Engineering Student
-----------------------------------------------------------
Date:    Sun, 6 Feb 2000 13:45:56 +0200
From:    Chaipi Wijnbergen <chaipi.wijnbergen@WEIZMANN.AC.IL>
Subject: Re: [OT] CCD Cameras
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed

Hi Sean,

Nice thread about CCD cameras theory, but, to address the initial
questions, you really need to check that particular CCD camera that you are
going to use. Or buy a camera that would meet your specifications. Cameras
very from one another by specifications of exposure time, some cameras
would not allow you to change their exposure settings.

I am using cameras from TELI that can be configured in their exposure to do:
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Each field is exposed for 20mSec (CCIR) or Each Field is exposed for 40mSec
and the two fields are overlapping by 20mSec, so, that one field would be
exposed for 20mSec and then the second field would start exposed, after
40mSec another first field would start exposure.

You can ask the camera manufacturer for compleat timing diagram that would
show you the relationship between

an external trigger for exposure
      =>  Exposure time of the fields
                  => Transfer time of each of the fields

Also, you might want to check the type of CCD Chip that is installed
Interline or Frame Transfer.

Hope this helps.

Chaipi
Date:    Mon, 7 Feb 2000 00:55:22 +1300


